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Axure Prototyping BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Become an Axure master! Explore designs and interactions by leveraging Adaptive Views, AxShare plugins, repeaters, and more


	About This Book

	
		Optimize designs for desktop, tablet and mobile viewports with Adaptive Views
	
		Build mastery of Repeater widgets and interactions
	...
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Mastering ExtJS - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn how to develop advanced and efficient Internet applications with Ext JS


	About This Book

	
		Build a complete application with Ext JS from scratch to the production build
	
		Excellent tips and tricks to make your web applications stand out
	
		Written in an engaging and...
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Understanding AJAX: Using JavaScript to Create Rich Internet ApplicationsPrentice Hall, 2006
AJAX: fast mastery for experienced Web developers!

 

Already an experienced Web developer? Apply your skills in today’s fastest-growing area of Web development: AJAX! 

 

...
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Professional PHP ProgrammingPeer Information Inc, 1999
This book covers middle-tier programming with PHP.

 PHP is a server-side, HTML-embedded scripting language. It is an open source technology, rapidly gaining popularity as a scripting language for people running dynamic websites. One of its major attractions over Perl, JavaScript and other scripting languages is that PHP has a built-in...
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Pro Java 6 3D Game Development: Java 3D, JOGL, JInput and JOAL APIs (Expert's Voice in Java)Apress, 2007
Create strange lands filled with mysterious objects (cows frozen in blocks of ice, chirping penguins, golden globes with wavering eyes) and throw away your keyboard and mouse, to go exploring armed only with a gamepad, power glove, or just your bare hands…
Java gaming expert Andrew Davison will show you how to develop...
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Mastering XPages: A Step-by-Step Guide to XPages Application Development and the XSP LanguageIBM Press, 2011

	I never got a chance to meet the inventors of Notes®, but these guys were true visionaries. Their
	concepts and ideas of 20 years ago still feed today’s buzz. They invented a robust “NO SQL” data
	store, provided a social platform with collaboration features, and made the deployment and replication
	of applications...
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Ext.NET Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2012

	This book will show how to use Ext.NET 2 to create sophisticated and highly

	interactive web applications whether you use ASP.NET Web Forms or ASP.NET

	MVC. The chapters will go through setting up and exploring various controls

	that Ext.NET provides. It will look at the sophisticated AJAX and data-handling

	options available while...
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Dart 1 for Everyone: Fast, Flexible, Structured Code for the Modern WebPragmatic Bookshelf, 2014

	Psst! You're not stuck with JavaScript anymore. Google's Dart language makes programming for the Web simpler, faster, and more powerful. With version 1.0 in 2013 and an ECMA standard in 2014, Dart is ready to radically change web development for the better. And Dart 1 for Everyone has got you covered. Completely updated for...
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CSS Hacks and Filters: Making Cascading Stylesheets WorkJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Here's how to make CSS work the way it should
Cascading Style Sheets, the technology meant to bring order out of chaos by letting you update Web sites effortlessly, just doesn't always work. You recognize that when you discover your graphics, perfectly positioned in Firefox, throw your page out of whack when viewed in Explorer. The solution?...
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Closure: The Definitive GuideO'Reilly, 2010

	
		If you're ready to use Closure to build rich web applications with JavaScript, this hands-on guide has precisely what you need to learn this suite of tools in depth. Closure makes it easy for experienced JavaScript developers to write and maintain large and complex codebases -- as Google has demonstrated by using Closure with...
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Pro ASP.NET Web API Security: Securing ASP.NET Web APIApress, 2013

	ASP.NET Web API is a key part of ASP.NET MVC 4 and the platform of choice for building RESTful services that can be accessed by a wide range of devices. Everything from JavaScript libraries to RIA plugins, RFID readers to smart phones can consume your services using platform-agnostic HTTP.

	

	With such wide accessibility,...
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Socket.IO Real-time Web Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2013

	Build modern real-time web applications powered by Socket.IO


	Overview

	
		Understand the usage of various socket.io features like rooms, namespaces, and sessions.
	
		Secure the socket.io communication.
	
		Deploy and scale your socket.io and Node.js applications in production.

...
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